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Abstract
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This monograph is about strategy—and the use of strategy in guiding actions towards a peer competitor. The author has sought to examine and analyze this strategy in various contexts. This monograph offers the next administration a recommended strategy towards China. To provide a recommended strategy, a comprehensive look at current international relations theories and how these theories help provide a framework for grand strategy is required.
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Introduction

The world was on its edge. News reports streamed from every media outlet that saw the coming events as the most horrific in decades. At home in the United States, congressional leaders met to debate the necessity of mobilizing the entire country for what was an inevitable war with China. It had been referred to as “World War III”; “The Greatest of All Wars”; “The Pacific Superpower Showdown”. Because of China’s large military force, many congressional leaders believed that bringing back the draft was the only reasonable choice to counter this huge threat. Military leaders testified before congress of the need for more troops stating that every able bodied person between the ages of 18 and 50 would be needed if there was any chance of defeating this Goliath.

Meanwhile, in China, the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) was ramping up its military might, mobilizing its industrial capability, and enlisting all of its able bodied citizens to demonstrate to the world that it was worthy to wear the title as the “World’s New Superpower”. All U.S. corporations were exiled from China and Chinese citizens were forbidden from conducting any foreign trade with the U.S. Likewise was the same in the United States. Economic leaders of both countries scrambled to find alternative resources from other countries to satisfy their current standard of living. Similarly, diplomatic meetings and alliances were being formed by both sides and each solicited as many nation states on its side as possible, knowing that a key to success in this war would rest upon the help they received from their allies.

The United Nations held round-the-clock talks with representatives from not only the two superpowers, but other major nations to halt the movement of war. The Secretary-General continuously called for diplomatic solutions to the ongoing problems between the two nations. As the world tuned in to television, internet and radio, all wondered how two powerful nations who were once thriving economic partners found themselves on the brink of war.
The above situation is a fictitious story that takes place some thirty to forty years into the future. China has risen to the status of superpower and the United States, once the world’s only superpower, is now faced with a formidable challenge to its status, its influence, and its national security. The question now is whether this scenario truly is as fictitious as it sounds? Could the United States find itself in a war with China in the distant future? The simple answer to both of the questions is: it depends.

In November 2008, U.S. citizens will go to the polls to choose not only a new President but also a new administration. The Bush administration’s strategy of engagement in the Pacific is designed to build a peaceful relationship through diplomatic, informational, military and economic (DIME) dialogue. As stated in the 2006 National Security Strategy, “The United States is a Pacific nation, with extensive interests throughout East and Southeast Asia. The region’s stability and prosperity depend on our sustained engagement: maintaining robust partnerships supported by a forward defense posture sustaining economic integration through expanded trade and investment and promoting democracy and human rights”. As stated above, war with China depends on the strategy that the next administration takes. Dr. Robert Ross,

---


political science professor at Boston University, states it well when he says, “The United States alone cannot determine the course of US-China relations…But US strategy will play an important role in the future development of Asian security”.

Whether US policy makers follow the status quo or if they choose another strategy will be of great importance in America’s effort to remain as the sole superpower.

Military theorist, Carl Von Clausewitz, defines strategy as “the use of an engagement for the purposes of the war”. Unfortunately, Clausewitz’s definition is one sided and does not take into account a strategy that avoids war all together. Like Clausewitz, prominent British military historian and strategist, Sir Basil Henry Liddell Hart defines strategy from a military context when he describes strategy as “the art of distributing and applying military means to fulfill the ends of policy”.

Clearly history has shown that strategy involves more than applying military might to solve problems between warring countries or parties. A good strategy involves more than just the military, but includes diplomatic actions, information strategies and economic

---


measures all designed to cause another nation’s actions to conform to regional, national and/or multinational objectives.6

This monograph is about strategy—and the use of strategy in guiding actions towards a peer competitor. Strategy is researched, examined, and analyzed in various contexts. The purpose of this monograph is to provide the next administration with a recommended strategy towards China. However, before being able to provide a recommended strategy, a comprehensive look at current international relations theories and how these theories help provide a framework for grand strategy is required.

**Contemporary International Relations Theories**

Literary Nobel Prize winner Bertrand Russell wrote, “Love of power, like vanity, is a strong element in normal human nature, and as such is to be accepted; it becomes deplorable only when it is excessive or associated with an insufficient sense of reality. When this occurs, it makes a man unhappy or foolish, if not both.”7 Russell has assessed that man’s nature is to seek after power. Whether it is the power within a family as seen between a husband and wife or whether it is the power sought after by many within business, social realms or the power of

---


politics, humans have an intrinsic need for power. Take this a step further, and one can see that same need extending outwards towards a nation state and its need for power within the international system. Hans Morgenthau wrote, “International politics, like all politics, is a struggle for power”. Here lies one of the fundamental reasons for the study of international relations. John Mersheimer has written, “Calculations about power lie at the heart of how states think about the world around them”. International Relations experts seek to ascertain, explain and even formulate theories that forecast the relational struggles between nation states and more recently, between non-state actors. This is a difficult task at best. One must assume that the behavior of a national leader is to act in a rational manner seeking to maximize power in terms of himself and his nation. Only through history can we look back and make attempts to understand what the national leadership viewed as its strategy for achieving that secure level of power.

Power is a very elusive term often hard for one to put his finger on in international relations. Many definitions have been proposed, but the power that this monograph speaks of is the power national leadership has to influence the mind and thus the behavior of another national leadership. When placing this definition in terms of a nation state, we are describing a nation

which has the power to influence the actions of another nation in favor of its strategic goals.\textsuperscript{10} Power is not the only thing national leadership seeks after though. For many, they understand that security is a major concern, both internally and externally. This is why often times, power is seen as a nation’s ability to defend itself against an invading enemy. Nations that have either defended their territories or through whose geography have been able to warn off an attack are seen as powerful nations. Whereas, nation states with dismal military capabilities are often seen as weak; pawns to be used on the chessboard of the international system. Noted author, John Lewis Gaddis writes, “Most nations seek safety in the way most animals do: by withdrawing behind defense, or making themselves inconspicuous or otherwise avoiding whatever dangers there may be”.\textsuperscript{11}

A question that often comes to mind is whether there is a way to foresee what national leadership would do in a given situation? Having the ability to understand what they considers to be their means of power and what they view as contrary to their security, one would surmise that it would be a fairly easy task to guess what moves they would make in the international world. But to do so, would certainly be “watering down” all the complexity that goes into decisions statesmen make for their countries. There are many different schools of thought that abound in

\textsuperscript{10} Mearsheimer, 26.

International Relations. This monograph covers three schools: Realism, Liberalism, and Neo-Conservatism.

**Realism**

The most dominant and prevalent theory in US politics is realism or *real politik* as it is commonly referred to in many academic circles. Even though realism’s dominance has occurred primarily since the end of World War II, during the Cold War period between the United States and the Soviet Union, its origins can be traced as far back as the days of Thucydides. Thucydides wrote about the struggle of power between the Athenians and the Spartans during the Peloponnesian Wars.  

Here lies the most basic tenet of political realism. The Realists' outlook in the international community is based upon the role power plays within that system. As stated earlier in this monograph, power can be an elusive term. Among the most noted realists, power has taken on different and in many cases, competing definitions. This has become a source of criticism among non-realist theorists. For this monograph, it is the struggle for power among competing nations that lie at the backbone of political realism. Author, Barry Buzan argues, the “focus on power politics provides the apparent continuity of the realist tradition”.  

---


Realists also believe that human nature, more specifically, the evil tendencies of humans, is a driving force behind the strong desire for power among nations. Because human beings are imperfect creatures, the desire for power will never go away and thus continues to be the strength or driving force behind international relations.\textsuperscript{14} Also key to the human aspect of realism is the premise that the international system is anarchic because there is no overarching authoritative body that supersedes the nation state, the system in itself allows for states to take matters into its own hands to solve its security related problems.\textsuperscript{15}

In a nutshell, political realists believe that the international system in which they exist in is anarchic and that there is no authority above the state’s authority. Because of this, states must settle disputes among themselves. They also believe that the principal players within the

\textsuperscript{14} Morgenthau, 3. Morgenthau attempts to lay out six principles of political realism that he believes best defines its school. A summation of each principle is given below. (1) Politics is governed by objective laws that have their roots in human nature. (2) Interest is defined in terms of power. In other words, a national leader thinks and acts in terms of interest as defined as power. (3) Power, that is interest determined power, changes over time and is based upon the political and cultural context of the time. (4) Political realism is aware of the moral significance of political action. Realists believe that universal moral principles, those that apply at all times, is non-applicable due to the changing nature and context of politics and thus must be judge within its own context and time. (5) In light of number four above, states should and do recognize the rights of other states to pursue their interests and thus believe in the moral principle of respect towards one another. (6) Political realist is not unaware of the existence and relevance of standards of thought other than political one, but must subordinate these other standards to those of politics.

international system are the sovereign nation state. Non-state actors have no real power in this system. Because sovereign states are the players in the system, they behave in a rational manner seeking after its own interests in terms of national security and overall survival. In an effort to pursue these two interests, states amass power in the form of military and economic capability.

**Liberalism**

Rival to the realist perspective is liberalism. Some of the most prominent founders of liberalism are German philosopher Immanuel Kant, British economist Adam Smith, and a key proponent was former US President, Woodrow Wilson. Unlike realism, which sets out to explain how states *should* behave, liberalism attempts to describe how states *do* behave. Liberals focus on how states and society relate to one another.

There are some key assumptions that are made by liberal thinkers. The first is that individuals or specialized groups are the primary actors in the international system and that they make both rational and risk adverse decisions on behalf of the State among a mixture of

---


interests.  “…Liberals focus on the ways in which interdependence encourages and allows individuals and groups to exert different pressures on national governments”

A second assumption is that States represent a specific group of society and it is the interests of that group that are pursued on an international basis. The very fact that there are representatives of the group inherently says that some who are within the group will not have their interests represented internationally, but that the good of the group is represented over any particular individual. Therefore, the decisive link between societal demands and state policy, [is the] nature of domestic representation.

A final assumption is that State actions on the international scene are determined by an aggregate of the many factors it has determined to be the interests of its represented group or society. In other words, States behavior is only determined by understanding what factors its society determines to be of most importance. Thus, over a period of time, State behavior in the international system changes as its interests as determined by its citizens changes. Liberals also believe that it is not just the job of the national leadership to interact with other States, but that

---

19 Slaughter, 6.
20 Andrew Moravcsik, Liberalism and International Relations Theory (Center for International Affairs, Harvard University, Working Paper No. 92-6, 1992).
economic, monetary, and social institutions also play key parts in not only establishing peace between nation states, but also that of maintaining peace.21

**Neo-Conservatism**

Neo-conservatism took root in America in the early 1970’s. In the Fall of 1973, Michael Harrington, a social writer, and some colleagues at *Dissent* magazine were the first to coin the label on those of whom they viewed as former allies. The majority of persons receiving this label were men who were strong supporters of America’s involvement in the Vietnam War. Some of today’s most prominent supporters of neo-conservatism are George W. Bush, Richard Cheney, Donald Rumsfeld and Paul Wolfowitz. Many neocons, as they have become nicknamed, believe America’s role in the international community is as “militant interventionist”.22 Mearsheimer describes neo-conservatism as “Wilsonianism with teeth”. In other words, neocons bring together President Woodrow Wilson’s liberalist policies and places emphasis on military might to provide the “bite” behind the policy to persuade adversaries to comply with your desires. Neocons see

21 Snyder, 56-59.

America’s military as the world’s premier military force and use its power to advance its political desires and interests internationally. 23

Another key feature of neocons is their belief in “bandwagoning”.  Bandwagoning is a term used to describe the behavior of nation states to “join in” on the side of world leadership as a means of assuring self preservation.  Rather than being an enemy to the one nation that could easily destroy it, a nation state (usually one that is no match whatsoever for the superpower) becomes an ally as a form of securing future peace for itself.  Because of the neocons belief in bandwagoning, the use of military power is a primary choice over diplomacy due to the belief that nation states would rather bandwagon with them than to take the chance and develop policies and actions that are contrary to the interests of the United States in this case.24

Key also to the neo-conservatism view is the idealist thoughts and actions in the push for democratic states throughout the international system.  Behind their push for democracy is the belief that democratic states are by their nature averse to warring with other democratic states and thus peace is more able to be achieved worldwide as more nation states become democratic.  The

24 Ibid, 2.
Bush administration’s desire to spread democracy throughout the Middle East is a prime example of neo-conservatism at work.25

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce readers to the three mainstream schools of international relations theory of Realism, Liberalism, and Neo-conservatism. Realists believe that the international system is anarchic and that states, as the main actors, possess military capabilities that can be dangerous to other states. Because states seek power as a means of assuring national security and they cannot be sure of their neighbors’ intentions, they take actions that are designed to maximize their interests. On the other hand, Liberals hold that it is the states desires that determine their behavior in the international system and thus it becomes difficult to ascertain their actions because their desires change over time. Liberals also believe that state interaction goes beyond the national leadership and can occur in institutions other than government. Liberals seek to maximize state participation in international organizations as a means of influencing other states. Finally, Neo-conservatives combine the military power behind Realism with the ideals found in Idealism, namely the building of democratic states throughout the world.

Now that a foundation in international relations theory has been laid, the question is whether Chinese foreign policy has subscribed to any of the traditional western international

relations theory. The next chapter will look at the history of Chinese politics. Specifically, this monograph will focus on the political system in China and historical perspective on foreign policy towards the United States.

**History of Chinese Politics**

From the end of the 20th Century and into the 21st Century, westerners and in particular, Americans have realized how complex governmental political systems are in many non-western countries. Steven Levine says, “Chinese leaders, like policy-makers everywhere, bring to their encounters with the complexities of foreign affairs sets of presuppositions, values, expectations, preferences, and operating assumptions….“


27 Taeho Kim, “Leading Small Groups: Managing All Under Heaven,” in *China’s Leadership in the 21st Century: The Rise of the Fourth Generation*, ed. David M. Finkelstein and Maryanne Kivlehan (New York: M.E. Sharpe, Inc., 2003), 121-122. The purpose of this section is to bridge the learning gap and bring some understanding of the complexities of the Chinese political system. The three most crucial variables of Chinese politics are ideology, power, and policy. This monograph will lay out what appears to be the political system of China and how it operates and functions to not only develop its foreign policies, but also execute them on a day to day basis. An attempt will also be made to provide an historical perspective on the Chinese political strategy towards the United States. See Byung-joon Ahn, *Chinese Politics and the Cultural Revolution: Dynamics of Policy Processes* (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1976) 3.
**Chinese Foreign Policy System**

Ideas play important roles in the development and execution of foreign policy. For Chinese leaders, their ideological roots have been dictated by Marxist-Leninist teachings. For most Chinese citizens, Marxism-Leninism was the lens through which the outside world were seen. Along with Marx and Lenin, Chinese political leadership’s foreign policy views were also shaped by the teachings of Mao Tse-tung.

The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) rules the People’s Republic of China (PRC) through the monopolization of various power relations throughout the country. As Figure 1 illustrates, political power in China is shared by the Party, the military and government.

---

28 Levine, 30-32.

As seen above, China’s bureaucratic structure is organized along a vertical command system where very little horizontal coordination occurs. Information is spread only to those who are directly involved in a particular situation; we refer to this in the military as “the need to

---

30 Kim, 123.
know.” An important group in Chinese politics is the xitong\textsuperscript{31} that is defined by the specific policy tasks that it oversees.

\textbf{Figure 2: Chinese Foreign Policymaking Process}\textsuperscript{32}

There are six xitongs: military affairs; legal affairs; administrative affairs; propaganda; united front affairs; and mass organization affairs. Leading Small Groups (LSG) head the xitongs and provide an avenue between the heads of the CPC and the xitongs. The LSGs bring bureaucrats across China together to formulate and deliberate over political issues before they are brought before the Politburo. During policy formulation, key organizational representatives provide input to foster and ensure cooperation across all groups. To ensure control over the process, top Politburo leaders head the LSG processes.  

Most recent count has over twelve LSGs with one of the most important being the Foreign Affairs Leading Small Group (FALSG). Figure 2 shows the importance of the FALSG in foreign relations policymaking. When a foreign policy issue comes forth, the International Liaison Department, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and the General Staff Department all come together to provide intelligence and analysis to the Central Committee (CC) General Office. The job of the CC General Office is to coordinate the actions of various departments, receive and process various reports and transmit them to the General Office of the Foreign Affairs Leading Small Group and the Foreign Affairs Research Team of CC Policy. The Foreign Affairs Research Team is not part of the actual channels for decision making but serves to assist the General Office FALSG in making recommendations to the FALSG. Once the FALSG receives

32 Kim, 127.
33 Ibid, 123.
the recommended issue and makes a consensus decision, it approves the recommendation in perfunctory style as the head of the FALSG is the Chinese President.34

Figure 2 above demonstrated the bureaucratic flow that takes place in Chinese foreign policymaking. Within that process, key leaders play a significant role in influencing the recommendations and eventually the decisions that transpire out of the Politburo. However, I do not want anyone to believe that there are not any other individuals that help influence the process. Inside of all organizations, there are certain influential individuals who truly run the organization but are sometimes labeled as “the assistant.” In Chinese society, specifically in Chinese politics, that individual is known as a mishu. The term literally means “secret book”, but is often translated as “secretary.” The Mishu, unlike aides in most countries, wields great power and influence within Chinese politics. 35 Kim states, “within the bureaucracy, mishus therefore continue to act as ‘intellectual entrepreneurs,’ marketing ideas to other mishus, often in the form of consensus building documents, which are critically important vehicles for building consensus within the complex structure of China’s ‘fragmented authoritarianism’.”36 Mishus conduct day to day

34 It must be noted that the entire approval process is simply that; a bureaucratic process in which the leading members of the Politburo who have foreign-policy responsibilities are the members of the FALSG. For further reading, see Michael D. Swaine, “Chinese Military Role in National Security Policymaking”, National Defense Research Institute (1998): 22.


36 Kim, 141.
day business on behalf of their political leader bosses handling communication and coordination between leaders; some have even gone as far as fostering personal disputes or policy rifts. According to Wei Li and Lucian Pye, “a mishu is generally accepted as the alter ego of his leader, even to the extent of carrying out quite personal courtesies, and other parties usually treat him as though he were the leader.” Insight into the past qualifications of a mishu as stated by Li and Pye is “political reliability, good general education, good writing skills, obedience, and competence to wage class struggle.” But, because of the age of computers, mishus are now required to be technically savvy, able to communicate with others both inside China and in the international realm, through various media means.

So why is an “aide” or “secretary” so important in China? History has proved that being a mishu pays great dividends for those aspiring to the top leadership in China. Many mishus have ascended to positions formerly held by their bosses maintaining the position of mishu as being one of great importance to many aspiring political Chinese leaders.

37 Ibid, 141.
38 Li and Pye, 921.
39 Ibid, 935.
40 Kim, 145.
41 Ibid, 148-149.
Historical Chinese Political Strategy Towards the US

Since 1949, it is of no surprise that relations between the US and China has been barely cordial at best. At some points in time, there were no formal relations at all between the two countries. Because of their different political perspectives they have been unable to establish common ground to truly open relations. However, since the 1980s, they have enjoyed shared economic successes and that has kept them from becoming warring enemies.

The question that comes to mind is whether there has been a time in the last fifty years where China and the US have enjoyed good relations between themselves? The answer is, yes. In 1972, US President Richard Nixon and Chinese Premier Mao Zedong or Tse tung opened relations between China and the United States. This was a major turning point in Chinese foreign policy as Communist rule had isolated them from the rest of the western world. To enhance its position among Pacific nations and to strengthen its national security, Mao felt it necessary to normalize relations with the US. What caused the Chinese to change its position


towards the United States were the Soviet Union as a common enemy in 1969 and the Vietnam War.

College professor and author, Chun-tu Hsueh states, “since the founding of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) in 1949, one of China’s consistent objectives in its foreign policy has been security….” 45 In 1969, it became very clear to Chinese leaders that a real threat was looming at their doorstep or more precisely, their border. Russian troops were massing along the border with China after having invaded Czechoslovakia a year earlier. 46 Fearing the same fate as the Czechoslovakians, Chinese leaders understood that a balancing of power was needed to provide for its national security. 47 According to Harold Hinton, “… [it was] the threatening Soviet presence to the North [that] remained the dominant factor in Peking’s foreign policy calculations.” 48 It was at this time that the door to China was once again opened to US leaders. 49

By February 1972, Chinese-US relationship grew to the point of President Nixon and Premier Chou En-lai signing the *Joint Communique of the United States of America and the People’s Republic of China* that fostered political, cultural, and economic relations between the two countries.\(^{50}\) The dramatic turn that led to the signing of the *Joint Communique* was termed “ping pong diplomacy” due to the back and forth exchange visits by the highest ranking officials of both countries.\(^{51}\) Richard Nixon stated:

> “Any American policy toward Asia must come urgently to grips with the reality of China…. It does mean recognizing the present and potential danger from Communist China and taking measures designed to meet that danger….We simply cannot afford to leave China forever outside the family of nations, there to nurture its fantasies, cherish its hate and threaten its neighbors….For the short run, then, this means a policy of firm restraint, of no reward, of a creative counter pressure designed to persuade Peking that its interests can be served only by accepting the basic rules of international civility. For the long run, it means pulling China back into the world community—but as a great and progressive nation, not as the epicenter of world revolution.”\(^{52}\)

What Nixon was saying was that the US needed a policy of “pressure and persuasion” along with the current policy of “containment without isolation.”\(^{53}\)

---


\(^{51}\) Hsueh, 3.

\(^{52}\) Richard Nixon, “Asia after Viet Nam” in *Foreign Affairs* 46, no. 1, (October 1967) 121, 123.

The road towards normalization was paved by improved relations from 1972-1973.\textsuperscript{54} Ambassadors Huang Chen of China and Arthur Watson of the US to France were the links that fused the normalization process between the two countries. However, when extremely sensitive information had to be discussed, the “backchannel”, in which Nixon and Chou directly negotiated, became the preferred method cutting out the two middle men.\textsuperscript{55}

From 1974-1977, the normalization process came to a “snail’s crawl” as both sides found themselves deeply engrossed in domestic problems. For the United States, it was \textit{Watergate} and a sudden absence in Presidential leadership. In China, the PRC found itself occupied with an anti-Confucius ideological campaign designed to attack Premier Chou En-lai.\textsuperscript{56} In January 1977, President Carter took office but he too found himself entangled with Panama Canal Treaties, Middle East peace talks, and Strategic Arms Limitations Talks II (SALT II). Normalization with the PRC was important to US foreign policy but not as high on the priority list at that time.\textsuperscript{57} It was not until December 1978 that both sides were able to come to a normalization agreement that paved the way for future working relations between the US and China.\textsuperscript{58}

\textsuperscript{54} Chang, 36.
\textsuperscript{55} Ibid, 104.
\textsuperscript{56} Ibid, 108.
\textsuperscript{57} Ibid, 109.
\textsuperscript{58} Ibid, 114-115.
In 1978, the PRC found itself in a predicament it did not want. A series of border provocations took place between China and Vietnam. Various attempts to settle the disputes were to no avail. In December 1978, Vietnamese troops invaded Cambodia to overthrow the Chinese backed Pol Pot regime. On February 17, 1979 China began a two week long attack against Vietnam. Having driven the Vietnamese forces back, PRC leadership made the decision on March 5, 1979 to withdraw its troops thus ending the conflict.\textsuperscript{59}

In 1979, following its conflict with a Soviet backed Vietnam, the PRC found itself involved in another international issue along its northwestern border. As Soviet troops invaded Afghanistan, Chinese leadership found itself forming alliances with the US and Pakistan to counter the perceived threat of an expanding Soviet Union. However, during the early 1980s, relations with USSR slowly improved, though formal normalization of relations never occurred until the end of the decade.\textsuperscript{60}

In 1985, Sino-Soviet relations took positive steps when Mikhail Gorbachev took office. Recognizing that the Soviets could not contend with a US-China-Japan front and that the Soviet economy was heading towards ruin, he began to repair relations with his border neighbor.


Analysts believe that China played a very important role in the collapse of the USSR. By involving itself in the Soviet-Afghan war and taking positive steps towards normalizing relations with the US, China was able to put significant pressure on the Soviet leadership that helped Gorbachev come to the decision to open up relations with all nations involved and subsequently ending the Cold War. According to Nancy Bernkopf Tucker, “Gorbachev chose, instead, to acknowledge socialist pluralism, renounce the Brezhnev Doctrine, promote glasnost and perestroika, and finally acquiesce in destruction of the Berlin Wall and the Warsaw Pact.”

1989 was a year of great change in the world. The Cold War confrontation between the Soviet Union and the United States ceased to exist. East and West Germany reunified into one nation. According to Jianwei Wang and Zhimin Lin, “The overwhelming US-Soviet rivalry gave China a strategic edge in the US-Soviet-China triangle, and helped to water down or simply gloss over potential problems between Beijing and Washington.”

With all the changes occurring in the world and positions shifting within the international community, nations vied to

---


reestablish themselves in this new system. China is no different than any other nation as demonstrated in their foreign policy change.\(^{64}\)

Having viewed that the world has changed and there no longer is the competition between bi-polar superpowers, China has assessed that their nearest threat is from hegemony-not just a perceived American hegemony, but also regional hegemony.\(^{65}\) To counter this perceived threat in the post-Cold War world, China immediately adopted a new foreign policy of circumference diplomacy and defense modernization.\(^{66}\)

The policy of circumference diplomacy is essentially a “good neighbor” policy. The overall goal is to make as many friends with regional neighboring countries within Asia Pacific to the west Asian rim a possible.\(^{67}\) James Hsiung believes, “[China’s] ultimate globalization … was an attempt to operationalize the idea of a ‘collegial sharing of power among nations’ to counter the threat of a unipolar world.”\(^{68}\) The positive response from the international world, especially the non-western world, is testament to the effectiveness of the new Chinese foreign policy.\(^{69}\)

\(^{64}\) Chen, 237.


\(^{67}\) Ibid, 574.

\(^{68}\) Ibid, 575.

\(^{69}\) Ibid.
Starting in the summer of 1989, relations with the US declined. Various incidents brought a rift in relations between the two countries. To counter the negative pressure from the US, the PRC stepped up its friendship efforts through a globalized good-neighbor policy.\textsuperscript{70} The premise of this new policy was as follows: (1) strengthen Asia Pacific relations; (2) repair any broken bridges in south and west Asia; (3) seek out new relations in Central Asia; (4) strengthen ties with European nations; (5) expand influence in Latin America to build up established relations and create new relations; and (6) entice US businesses to invest in China.\textsuperscript{71}

The second prong of the Chinese strategy is defense modernization. A 1995 GAO study stated, “China has begun to modernize its military by acquiring some new weapon systems, restructuring its forces, and improving its training.”\textsuperscript{72} According to the 1998 Chinese Defense White Paper, the PRC pursues a policy that is defensive in nature; places defense construction subordinate to public construction; is designed to strengthen international and regional security cooperation; and is an active proponent of international arms control and disarmament.\textsuperscript{73} The key to China’s defense modernization program is to ensure the world understands that it is about

\textsuperscript{70} Hsiung, 576.
\textsuperscript{71} Ibid, 576-577.
remaining defensive and not offensive. The PRC’s goal is to be perceived as a “peaceful” nation to both regional and global nations.74

**Internal/External Problems Facing China**

With the rise of economic stardom, power, and prestige comes the rise of additional problems for an aspiring superpower. As China rises in power, there are many problems, both internal and external, that it faces that impact its ability to exercise a new foreign policy of “peaceful development.”75 According to a Chinese minister, “China [is] clear that there are still many difficulties and problems in China’s economic and social development that we cannot afford to ignore.”76

This chapter is designed to highlight some of the most important problems facing Chinese leadership as they attempt to execute foreign policy in the 21st century. The coverage of these problems, internal and external, will be limited in nature due to the constraints of the papers length. However, the salient issues will be covered.

Internal Problems

Oil and Energy Requirements

China has the largest population in the world totaling over 1.4 billion people. A journey for economic development by various free market mechanisms has produced a need for oil.\(^{77}\) China’s growing emergence in the energy market is causing nations such as the United States to take notice. With the US being the world’s largest energy consumer and China running second, this could prove to be a contentious issue in coming years.\(^{78}\)

As the 21\(^{st}\) Century began, Chinese leaders and economic analysts worldwide, specifically the International Energy Agency (IEA), predicted that China’s demand for energy resources would only rise about 3 to 4 percent through the year 2010.\(^{79}\) Their prediction proved incorrect. By 2006, China’s GDP continued at a steady rate of growth of 7 to 8 percent, but energy consumption grew over 15 percent.\(^{80}\)


\(^{80}\) Rosen and House, 7.
So what does this mean for Chinese security and more precisely, Chinese foreign policy? Matthew Forney writes, “…with oil in short supply currently, producers are just pumping one million barrels more than the 81 million barrels being consumed worldwide. Every day growing demand from China is clearly having an unwelcome impact.”81 U.S. Deputy Secretary of State Robert Zoellick stated it differently when he said, “[The question at hand is] can China become a “stakeholder” in the global energy system’s norms and rules?”82 What Zoellick appears to be saying is whether China will play according to the current rules and norms prevalent within the global energy system or whether it will, through fear and overwhelming demand, attempt to change the rules to suit them better? This could have a major affect upon not only their foreign policy but that also of the US and other countries. According to Lieberthal and Herberg, “If Beijing believes that the United States is attempting to use energy politics as an instrument to weaken and contain China, then Beijing will be more likely to use its growing energy influence to frustrate US foreign and security policies.”83 Thus, according to these same authors, China has sought out an energy policy in which they will buy oil from any country that will sell to them. The basics of this policy are an active, energy focused, commercially centered strategy on those

83 Lieberthal and Herberg, 10.
nations with energy export capabilities to meet their growing demands. This could pose a problem for Washington since those targeted nations include Iran, Russia and Sudan,\textsuperscript{84} each of whom could provide significant security related problems for the US and the world.

**Chinese Pollution Problems**

As alluded to in the above section, Chinese desire for greater energy resources is double the increase in Chinese GDP. Due to an increase in energy consumption, coal consumption has increased 75 percent from 2000-2005.\textsuperscript{85} This increase in production though comes at a huge price. According to Kazuhiro Ueta of Kyoto University, “One of the most serious pollution problems in China is health and environmental damage generated by sulfur dioxide related air pollution.”\textsuperscript{86} Judith Banister writes, “The burning of coal – widespread in China – releases a different mix of pollutants depending upon the type of coal and whether the coal is raw or washed, high-sulfur or low-sulfur, smoky or less smoky.”\textsuperscript{87} Ueta attributes this problem to two main reasons: (1) lack of environmental policy priority versus economic policy; and (2)

\textsuperscript{84} Lieberthal and Herberg, 12-23.


inadequate implementation and enforcement mechanisms within the environmental policy. In line with the above reasons, he questions whether Chinese leadership will have the will to enact such a policy.\(^{88}\) Another problem is that Chinese factory owners are unwilling to comply with high cost pollution control methods and the current preference of paying lesser cost fines for noncompliance.\(^{89}\)

So what consequences will China’s pollution problems have globally? There are three major consequences to the regional environment that can be attributed to China’s economic growth and its pollution problems.

First, because China is recognized as the regional leader much of what they do is followed by small regional states. Accordingly, as stated earlier, China’s record for pollution control is dismal. Even though they have some pollution control laws, they are not strictly enforced. It is thought, therefore, that if China’s enforcement of pollution controls are lacking, so will other developing Asian nations in the surrounding region.\(^{90}\)

\(^{88}\) Ueta, 176.


Secondly, because China’s natural resources are diminishing they will continuously look to the international community for imports. This will alter the available supply worldwide which could lead to resource competition among nation states.\textsuperscript{91}

Finally, China’s pollution problems could potentially cause domestic problems that could slow down economic growth. Although some analysts do not believe that this would occur, it is still a possibility that must be taken into account.\textsuperscript{92}

Overall, China has significant pollution problems that are due to booming economic development and weak government action. Unfortunately, unless the PRC leadership takes drastic measurements to curtail their pollution problem, it could potentially become a regional and global problem that could alter their foreign policy and overall strategy outlook. There is hope. In December 2006, China became the third country to join the US in the FutureGen International Partnership to reduce carbon emissions.\textsuperscript{93}

**Human Rights Issues**

One of the greatest problems affecting citizens throughout the world is violations against the basic rights of human beings. All too often though, this is seen as a problem in non-western

\textsuperscript{91} Wan, 372.

\textsuperscript{92} Ibid.

countries with pressure being placed upon them by western nations. Foreign governments have many times used soft power politics as a tactic of foreign policy. China is no exception. For example, as part of the Communist diatribe against imperialism, the subject of human rights in China in its earliest days emphasized the National sovereignty and self-determination from colonial rule. In International Strategic Studies, Gu Yan, states, “The development of international law of human rights helps the Third World countries make use of the issue of human rights to oppose hegemonism and colonialism, to preserve sovereignty and independence and to promote the development and prosperity of [the] national economy.” The issues that are raised within the international community concerning China are as follows: (1) political imprisonment; (2) religious repression; (3) problems with criminal procedures; (4) capital punishment; (5) political and religious repression in Tibet; (6) coercive population planning; and (7) prison maltreatment and labor camp exports.

95 Joseph S. Nye, “Soft Power,” in Foreign Policy No. 80 (Fall 1990), 153-171.
98 Nathan, 633-634.
In 1989 international attention on its human rights problems focused on China with the Tiananmen Square Massacre. This incident brought criticism and condemnation from the international community with many imposing sanctions, cutting off aid, canceling cultural exchanges, suspending military sales, and even voting for suspension of international loans to China.99

Will China’s human rights problems cause further assaults upon its strategic foreign policy? According to Qimao Chen, “The Beijing leadership has expressed many times its willingness to discuss and cooperate with all countries in an effort to establish a new international order that is stable, rational, just and conducive to world peace.”100 Beijing believes that nation states should not interfere with the internal affairs of other nation states, but does believe that open discussion and dialogue concerning human rights should be part of normal international talks especially with western countries.101

Unfortunately, China has not made much progress towards curbing its human rights problems. In fact, in January 2007, China vetoed a US led United Nations Security Resolution (UNSCR) criticizing Burma’s human rights record; the fifth time it has vetoed any UNSCR.102

99 Nathan, 635-636.
101 Chen, 244.
102 Congressional Research Service, 19.
According to a 2007 Annual Report to the US Congressional-Executive Commission on China, “China’s human rights practices in the last year reflected Chinese leaders’ intolerance of citizen activism; suppression of information on urgent matters of public concern; the instrumental use of law for political purposes; and the localization of dispute resolution as a method of insulating the central government and Party from the backlash of national policy failures.”\footnote{Congressional-Executive Commission on China, \textit{2007 Annual Report}, October 10, 2007, 1.}

into the international community, we could very well see a changing perspective from the Chinese leadership towards human rights in China.

**Economic Inequality**

China has one of the most productive and rising economies of today. Much of this success can be attributed to China’s switch from a socialist based command economy to a market based, capitalist style economy. Writer Michael Spence says, “In China, the bottom 10 percent of the income distribution has seen its income rise by 42 percent in the past 10 years. The middle has grown by 115 percent and the top 10 percent by 168 percent. Everyone has benefited but not equally.” Based upon the above numbers, everyone is doing better, but not equally sharing in the prosperity of the times.

Economic inequality in China, according to Dennis Tao Yang, is a product of China’s system that favored heavy industry over agriculture. Yang says, “The main enforcement


mechanisms included the state control of agricultural production and procurement, the suppression of food-staple prices, and restrictions on rural-to-urban migration via a household registration system.\textsuperscript{109} Another problem that is arising due to income inequality is the escalating food costs due to loss of farm lands. Because of urbanization, farm land is being lost to industrial development due to the rising cost of land prices.\textsuperscript{110}

 According to the Conference Board, income inequality would probably be worst had not the PRC taken strong steps to promote national investment within the interior of the nation, taken positive steps towards an anti-poverty campaign, and pumped additional resources towards rural education and healthcare.\textsuperscript{111} Overall, the PRC are attempting to close the income gap between the tri-class structures that has emerged from their economic successes.

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
External Problems

Taiwan Issue

Like a dripping faucet in the middle of the night or a nagging headache that will not go away, so it is for Chinese leadership when speaking of the Republic of China (ROC) or Taiwan. Without a doubt, the greatest problem in terms of relations with the United States that face Chinese leadership is the Taiwan issue.

In 1921, two parties emerged vying for power in China. On the Communist side was the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and on the Nationalist side, the Kuomintang (KMT). The KMT at the time controlled the majority of cities in China and was led by Jiang Jieshi (Chiang Kai-shek).112 In the 1930s, this warring between parties was temporarily muted when Japanese forces attacked China.

On the Communist side, the CCP was led by Mao Zedong. For him, the Japanese invasion provided an opportunity for a communist advance against the KMT. Mao, coming from

a more agricultural background, used the situation to increase his party’s influence in the northern rural regions of China.\textsuperscript{113}

In 1943 in Cairo, Egypt, Chiang Kai-shek, US president, Franklin Roosevelt and British prime minister, Winston Churchill all endorsed the Cairo Declaration which stated that all territories taken by the Japanese to include Formosa or Taiwan would be reinstated back to the Republic of China (ROC).\textsuperscript{114} In 1947, civil war ensued once again and continued between the two parties until 1949 when Jiang and the KMT were forced to retreat to Taiwan.

With the mainland secured by the CCP and Taiwan in the hands of the KMT, the issue that has arisen out of the civil war is whether Taiwan is part of China or not? Known as the “One China” principle, the crux of the argument is that the Cairo Declaration declared that Taiwan belonged to the ruling government of the Republic of China but since the ROC leadership was driven off the mainland by the CCP, then the ROC ceased to exist as of 1949 and Taiwan belonged to the new ruling government, the CCP.\textsuperscript{115} Today, the issue stems around the government of Taiwan asserting its right to independence. The PRC refuses to deny the use of

\begin{flushright}
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\end{flushright}
force if Taiwan declares independence. The ROC refuses to renounce their right to independence. For now, there is only one China; Taiwan is not independent.\textsuperscript{116}

China and Myanmar/Burma Relationship

Myanmar/Burma is a country that has been crippled by decades of authoritarian rule. In 1948, Burma achieved independence from British rule and renamed itself the “Union of Burma.” In 1974, it became the “Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma.” In 1988, it changed its name back to the “Union of Burma,” and in 1989, its ruling military junta declared it the “Union of Myanmar.” It must be noted that the United States does not recognize the name Myanmar since it was changed by the current military junta which the US believes is illegitimate.\textsuperscript{117}

Burma poses a problem because it shares its north-eastern border with China. Since illegitimately taking control, the ruling military junta has been very oppressive to the people of Burma.\textsuperscript{118} Burma is important to the Chinese because of its access to the Indian Ocean for the

\textsuperscript{116} Jue, 59-61.
cities of Yunnan and Sichuan. According to Shee, Myanmar is important to the People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) to be able to achieve two-ocean dominance in both the Pacific and Indian Oceans. China has also brokered arms deals with the Myanmar government not to mention the enormous economic ties the two countries have together.  

Because of the atrocities committed against the Burmese people, the international community has tried to coerce the military leadership into loosening up its brutal hold on the people through economic sanctions with little effect. Now they are looking to China, as a rising world power, to use its influence upon the dictatorship regime. According to a government transcript, US Secretary of State, Condoleeza Rice stated, “We will return again and again to those states that have influence, like China, to move this forward, because there needs to be a process of political reconciliation.”

---


support has been vital to achieving initial steps toward national reconciliation in military-ruled Myanmar.”123 As the world has recognized, China has the greatest potential to make a difference for democratic hopefuls in Myanmar/Burma. This is an opportunity to flex its might in the eyes of the international community.

Chinese Involvement In Darfur

One of the most tragic situations occurring in the world today are the atrocities in Darfur, Sudan. According to one source, it all started with a drought. Prior to the drought, nomads and farmers got along and shared the natural resources, grazing land and water. Once the drought began, farmers, out of fear, began to fence off their lands to keep the nomads from using up the land and water to care for their camels and families. Eventually, this led to sporadic fighting between the two groups with the Sudanese government said to be supporting the Arab nomads.124

With deaths ranging in the tens of thousands, the international community has called upon China, as one of the leading nations invested in the region, to intervene in the situation and influence the Sudanese government to stop the fighting. As of May 2007, China has provided


over 1,800 military troops, observers, and civilian police in support of United Nations global peacekeeping operations and is showing the world that it is ready to take on responsibilities of a leading nation.\textsuperscript{125} It has recently begun the deployment of 140 troops into Sudan for Peacekeeping Operations.\textsuperscript{126}

**The Nuclear Weapon Neighbor**

Another opportunistic issue that the PRC leadership faces is North Korea’s continued pursuit of nuclear weapons. It is opportunistic because China is the only remaining ally of North Korea. Opportunistic because they can either do nothing and hope that the status quo will be sufficient to maintain stability or they can intervene and promote themselves as a world leader in the eyes of the international community.\textsuperscript{127}

For several decades, China has had on/off relations with North Korea. Recently, with both Hu Jintao and Kim Jong Il taking over as leaders of respective countries, relations have been stable but not very close.\textsuperscript{128} Stable in the sense that North Korea relies very heavily on China’s


\textsuperscript{128} Hildebrandt, 1-3.
economic aid packages, trade relations, and energy supplies that PRC leaders know provide them with an upper hand in negotiating with North Korea that other nations do not have.  

In September 2005, China took a giant step towards being a world leader when it hosted the Fourth Round of the Six-Party Talks concerning North Korea’s nuclear program. Not only were the United States, Japan, Russia and South Korea in attendance, but North Korea showed up willing to negotiate. As of the writing of this monograph, North Korea has allowed US and international nuclear inspectors to oversee the dismantling of its plutonium-producing nuclear facilities. On the downside, it did not meet 2007 end of the year declaration of its atomic programs and facilities. Time will only tell whether nuclear weapons will be a thing of the past on the Korean Peninsula. The fate of Korea and China’s positional role is perhaps the most important of all the external relations for long term stability.


Current US Strategy Towards China

One of the key purposes for writing this monograph is to propose a new US strategy towards China. But before a new strategy can be proposed, the current strategy must be examined.

The current US strategy towards China is *engagement*. As stated in the 2002 National Security Strategy, “We [the US] welcome the emergence of a strong, peaceful, and prosperous China.” It also states that the US “seeks a constructive relationship with a changing China.” The 2006 National Security Strategy says, “As China becomes a global player, it must act as a responsible stakeholder that fulfills its obligations and works with the United States and others to advance the international system.” The engagement policy first came into play as a strategy towards China in 1972 when President Nixon signed the Shanghai Communiqué. The document stated that both sides would seek normalization in relations, that neither would seek

---


hegemony in the Asia-Pacific region nor would any side advocate any other nation attempting to do so, and that neither side would enter into third party agreements against one another.\textsuperscript{135}

According to Perry and Carter, US engagement policy comprises four strands: (1) [to] deepen and broaden the defense-to-defense relationship; (2) stabilize the Taiwan question; (3) engage China’s neighbors; and (4) encourage greater participation by China in counter-proliferation and other international security efforts.\textsuperscript{136} Peter Feaver of Duke University says, “Constructive engagement overstates the ability of the United States to shape Chinese behavior promising, in effect that we can shape their conduct by shaping their perceptions, their interests, and ultimately their domestic political order.”\textsuperscript{137} Michael Mastanduno writes about a study conducted in 1945 by Albert Hirschman titled \textit{National Power and the Structure of Foreign Trade}. Mastanduno states, “Hirschman argued that the conscious cultivation of asymmetrical interdependence, if conducted strategically by the government of a powerful state, would lead weaker states to reorient not only their economies but also their foreign policies to the preferences

\begin{flushright}
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of the stronger state.” Hirschman’s statement lends credibility to Feaver’s statement that a policy of engagement can, in fact, cause a weaker state to change its conduct to be more in line with the dominant state. Mastunduno goes on to say, “Threats and coercion usually inspire resentment and resistance in a target state; rewards and inducements are more likely to prompt a willingness to bargain.”

One writer believes that the current Bush strategy is designed to reach out to surrounding nations, especially democratic nations, in the Asia-Pacific region and allowing the region to shape China vice the United States trying to shape China. According to former deputy secretary of state Robert Zoellick, “China has a responsibility to strengthen the international system that has enabled its success.” The premise of Zoellick’s statement is that it is in China’s best interest to participate in the international system if it wants to continue its economic successes.

So the question is whether the US strategy is working to shape the behavior of China in favor of US policy? One may say “no”. In October 2006, a Chinese submarine surfaced in the


139 Ibid, 5.

middle of a US carrier strike group signifying that the People’s Liberation Army (Navy) (PLAN) can maneuver whenever and wherever it desires without US approval within regional waters. In April 2007, China declared that the US discriminated against a Chinese paper company by applying tariffs to its exports. ¹⁴² In November 2007, Chinese officials denied access to US military ships and aircraft into Chinese territory following prior approval due to the US arms sales to Taiwan and the US inviting the Dalai Lama to the White House. ¹⁴³ Though there is no indication that war is on the horizon, relations between both countries have become rather contentious recently showing China’s determination to determine its own destiny—rather than the US making that determination.

**Relevance Of Power Transition Theory Towards A New Peer Competitor**

In early 1990s a popular song launched throughout the United States called, “I’ve got the power!” In political science, the concept of power is one that many attempt to describe. According to political scientist and author, Joseph Nye, “Just as farmers and meteorologists try to

---

¹⁴¹ Donnelly and Monaghan, 3.


forecast storms, so do leaders and analysts try to understand the dynamics of major changes in the distribution of power among nations.”

John Vasquez says, “In International politics, only nations have power, and their power can only be limited by the power of other nations.”

The transition of power from one nation to another is what this chapter is about.

The power transition model first originated as a theory in 1958 by A.F.K. Organski. Power transition theory differs from other theories of power politics in how it describes interactions within the international world. Power transition refuted three assumptions prevalent in realism: (1) realist believes the international system is anarchic. On the contrary, power transition theorists view the world as hierarchical in which there is usually one nation heading the international community. Ronald L. Tammen and Jacek Kugler wrote in *Power Transition and China-US Conflicts*, “In the past, hierarchies were constructed around nation states, but in this global environment they also include powerful soft power non-national actors such as corporations, interest groups and non-governmental organizations (NGOs),”

(2) power transition sees both the international political system and the domestic political system as functioning similarly with regards to resources. The competitive process for resources


domestically functions the same when it comes to competition for resources in the international community; (3) nations decide whether to war against another nation based upon the perceived net gain that can be obtained.\(^{147}\)

Power transition theory has three overarching categories that lend itself towards comparative analysis among competitors: hierarchy, power and status quo. The international system is comprised of the dominant nation which is typically the most powerful nation. The nations below the most powerful are referred to as great power nations. Though they are considered great powers, they are not as powerful as the dominant nation and do not have the capability to overtake the dominant nation.\(^{148}\) One of the key features of the dominant nation is that it establishes the status quo within the international system. In other words, the rules of the road that all nations must follow include rules specific to economics, politics and military interactions.\(^{149}\) According to Tammen and Kugler, “Nations satisfied with the status quo accept

---


\(^{148}\) Kugler and Organski, 173.

the rules the pre-eminent nation creates, manages and defends, because they share the resulting stability, prosperity and peace.”\textsuperscript{150}

This brings us to the premise of the theory. If any of the great power challengers become dissatisfied with the status quo and the challenger is able to achieve parity or equality with the dominant nation, then the chance of war between the two nations rises significantly. Now some nations may not be satisfied with the status quo if they believe their nation is not receiving full benefit from the international system. However, if the dominant nation can remain stronger than the challenger, then war between the two are unlikely. If however, there is a challenger who has achieved parity but is satisfied with the status quo, then once again, war is unlikely. Though the challenger may eventually take over as the dominant nation, because they are satisfied with the status quo, they will more than likely continue to maintain the status quo of their predecessor. In other words, satisfied nations tend to get along and security fears diminish because of their satisfaction.\textsuperscript{151} According to Indra De Soysa, John Oneal, and Yong-Hee Park, “When there is a stable equality of power between two rivals, war should be more likely than when one state is clearly dominant, but less dangerous than when a power transition occurs.”\textsuperscript{152}

\textsuperscript{150} Tammen and Kugler, 36.
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The relevant question then, is whether power transition theory applies to a situation between China and the US? Research concluded by Organski and Kugler shows that the most dangerous parity period is when the challenger approaches 100% of the Gross National Product (GNP) capacity of the dominant nation and continues to a point of 120%. At 80% capacity, they believe parity is met and continues to 20% beyond the dominant nation’s complete capacity—the challenger then becomes the new dominant nation.153

So where does China currently fall in comparison to the US? According to Tammen and Kugler’s research, they anticipate China reaching parity with the United States somewhere between 2025 and 2035 and becoming the new dominant nation by 2075 if current conditions continue at par.154 So now that there is the possibility that China will one day ascend from its challenger position and become the new dominant nation, does that mean that war is inevitable? Not necessarily. Remember earlier in this chapter we said that another condition must exist for the prospects of war to be more certain. Will China be satisfied with the status quo at the point of parity? Political scientists, John Vasquez and Marie Henehan demonstrate through historical data that nations go to war more over territorial disputes than any other type of dispute.155 Currently,  

154 Tammen and Kugler, 45.
there is no known territorial dispute between China and the US, but we must not forget about the
taiwan issue discussed earlier in this monograph that could provide the potential for
confrontation between China and the US. India, Japan, Korea, Russia, and the Spratly Islands are
all potential territorial issues that could pose problems for China in the future.

What other indications are there that a contender may not be satisfied with the status quo?
Earlier in this chapter I mentioned that satisfied nations have no need to fear their security with
the dominant nation. But a clear indication that a nation fears for its security is the amount of
national money that is spent purchasing and building up its military capacity. According to the
Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, China’s military expenditures continued to rise
to a point of surpassing Japan as the largest military spender in Asia and becoming the fourth
largest military spender in the world as of 2006.156 As stated earlier in this monograph, China has
one of the most productive and rising economies of today.157 So would China be unhappy with
the current status quo even though they are prospering at a rapid pace? Will China’s economy be
as hot in 2025 as it is today? Do the Chinese believe that they can produce an economic system
that can outpace the current international capitalistic system?

156 Petter Stalenheim, Catalina Perdomo, and Elisabeth Skons, “SIPRI Yearbook 2007:

Based upon the parameters of my research, I am unable to find any literature that would lead me to believe that the Chinese are unsatisfied with the current global economic system that they are flourishing under. Based upon this, at the writing of this monograph, I do not believe the Chinese leadership is dissatisfied with the status quo. But what I do believe is that as long as the Chinese economy continues to grow, dissatisfaction will not take root. However, the extent of increases in military spending remains problematic.

Summary

The purpose of this monograph was to propose an alternative strategy to be used towards a rising peer competitor in China. China currently has one of the most prolific economies in the world and is proving to be a strong economic competitor of the United States. But China’s role as a peer competitor does not stop with economics. They are also a future military peer competitor that strikes at the heart of America’s national security.

China’s booming economy has allowed it to increase spending towards building up its military arsenal. Because of China’s lack of transparency concerning its defense spending, it is difficult for defense analysts to provide an accurate assessment of China’s true military power. This poses a problem for the sole superpower. Not being able to accurately assess a potential competitor’s power base makes not only the US nervous but also its regional neighbors.
In chapter one of this monograph, I describe three of the leading theories of international relations. In chapter two, I discussed the Chinese political system having its roots taken from Marxist-Leninist-Maoist teachings and how ideology influences their political decision making. In chapter three, I point out the problems that China faces as it rises in the

---

158 Early in the chapter I focus on the concept of power. Power is by far a major driving factor for nations to want to change the status quo in international relations. Because international politics is a struggle for power, China’s rise in the international community poses a series of problems for the US. International relations theorists seek to explain the dynamics between the struggles of nations and also provide a means of predicting future behavior of national leaders and their countries. The most prevalent international relations theory, realism, is concerned about the struggle for power among nations. Realists believe that the international community is anarchic, with no international body being able to provide authoritative leadership over the community. Because a most basic instinct of humans is to obtain power, realists are concerned with the desire within national leaders to obtain power, at all costs, within this anarchic system. I also laid out what well renowned international relations theorist Hans Morgenthau refers to as the six principles that best defines the school of realism. The foremost rival theory to realism is liberalism. Liberal theorists believe that international relations is governed by individuals or groups of individuals. They believe that decisions for nations are made bade upon the desires of the dominant groups of people. They also believe that the decisions that are made are based upon what those dominant people believe to be in their best interest, not necessarily what is truly in the best interest of the nation. Because of this, liberalism subscribes to allowing international institutions to shape the world of the community; its rules, behaviors and norms. A final school of IR theory discussed which has been prevalent during the Bush administration is neo-conservatism. Neo-conservatist ascribes towards much of the school of thought of idealism but add to it the dimension to take matters into their own hands using their military might. Neo-conservatist are huge proponents of freedom and democracy. As such, they believe in the power of less powerful countries bandwagoning with the more powerful nation state.

159 An in-depth discussion of the workings of the Chinese political system was had demonstrating the internal structure that also influences Chinese decision making. Also key in this discussion was the role that mishus play in China’s political system. Many of China’s top leaders were themselves former mishus which shows the importance that is placed upon this role within their society. I continued in this chapter to discuss the Chinese historical strategy towards the United States. Ascribing to a form of bandwagoning with the US during the Cold War to counter the immediate Soviet threat, relations between the two countries were once again open. But this did not last as the Soviet empire collapsed signaling the end of the Cold War between the two superpowers. No longer having an immediate threat at its doorstep, Chinese foreign policy soon changed to what was known as...
Chapter four describes the current US strategy towards China of engagement. The premise behind the strategy is for the US to reach out to China and encourage her participation in international institutions such as the World Trade Organization (WTO) and Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC). In Chapter five, I introduced a balance of power theory known as power transition theory. In the most simplistic way, power transition is about how power transitions from one nation to another nation. The final and most important chapter discusses the Chinese strategy of "peaceful rise." Essentially, the Chinese publicly state that they seek economic prosperity at the harm of no other nation, yet they continue to pour large sums of money into defense modernization.

Due to its booming industrial economy, China’s oil and energy needs present it with a significant resource problem. To keep its economy rising, Chinese leaders have realized their need to reach out to other nations for their energy needs. This has caused them to negotiate with precarious regimes in areas such as Sudan, Venezuela and Iran. Other problems plaguing China due to its flourishing economy is pollution, specifically air pollution. Because of the lack of regulations upon industry that is common in the US, the Chinese people are finding an increasing amount of health related problems that stem back to the poor air quality in China. Another problem that the US finds intolerable is the human rights violations that China’s leadership has failed to adequately address. Finally, Chinese prosperity is not falling upon every citizen. Those involved in the manufacturing industries within China’s major cities are prospering but those involved in agricultural development are still finding themselves living in poverty. Also threatening to China’s prosperous uprising are external problems such as the Taiwan issue, its relationship with Myanmar, intervention in Darfur, and the nuclear weapons threat from the Korean peninsula.

The idea is that a rising China that are deeply embedded in international institutions that are mostly established by the US, will be more apt to continue in the institutions that have created their fortunes. The problem with this strategy is that it is passive and hinges upon the Chinese compliance with this hopeful strategic outcome.

Power transition theorists believe that the international community is composed of a hierarchal leader known as the dominant nation. Underneath the dominant nation are aspiring great power nations. According to this theory, rising great power nations will attempt to become the dominant nation by waging war when power parity is achieved and when they are not satisfied with the current status quo. If they
will encompass a new strategy towards China that consists of the US engaging regionally within
the whole of Asia as a counterbalance to any hegemony actions of China while restraining
China’s economic rise. The US must use a strategy that incorporates all elements of national
power to include diplomatic courting, information superiority, military dominance through
concealment, and economic integration with surrounding nations.

A Recommended China Strategy

My analysis of China using Power Transition Theory suggests that today the United
States has no reason to fear a rising China. However, what the theory cannot do is predict what
China’s economy will be like in 30-40 years nor can it predict who will be in power and whether
they will continue to subscribe to a truly “peaceful rise.” Thus it is prudent that future US
political leaders take a more active role in shaping the type of China they want to see in the
future.

In an earlier chapter the author stated that the current administration’s strategy toward
China is engagement. Though this strategy has allowed for relations between the US and China
to be cordial, it is not active enough to ensure China rises to be a “responsible stakeholder” in the
international community.

reach power parity but are satisfied with the status quo, then the probability of war is greatly diminished.
The point of introducing this theory is that I believe it will have profound relevance in 30-40 years based
upon China’s rising economy and defense buildup.
This paper proposes a new strategy for not only the upcoming administration, but for the long term—a more aggressive strategy that shapes the behavior of China regionally and internationally while allowing for the US to remain the sole superpower. This strategy will be based upon a mixture of both engagement and containment. The root of this strategy is that the US engages regionally within Asia as a counterbalance to any hegemonic actions of China while restraining or maintaining China’s economic rise.

**Diplomatic Courting**

In order for this new strategy to take root, a solid diplomatic base must be laid with those countries surrounding China in Asia. The US State Department will play a key role reaching out to nations such as India, Australia, Japan, Taiwan, Singapore, Indonesia, Russia and Vietnam. Key to this strategy is the forming of collective security agreements with India and Russia to constrain any aggressive military behavior by China while also maintaining a balance of power within Asia.

Two politically and militarily powerful nations surrounding China are India and Russia. The US enjoys very positive relations with India politically, economically, and militarily. They are one of the most important democratic friends the US has that can help to maintain a balance of power within Asia. Maintaining and strengthening relations with India should be one of the
top priorities for Asian state department leaders. Another key nation surrounding China that has the potential politically and militarily to balance against China is Russia. Unfortunately, the relations between the US and Russia are most often strained though political talks continue between the nations. US political leaders must push for unobstructed dialogue with Russian leaders, creating diplomatic agreements that foster peaceful relations and stability in the region.

The US must also take away any potential allies China may seek to join forces with like North Korea. This is a very sticky situation. There are opposing views on whether North and South Korea will one day merge as one Korea. To shape this outcome, the process must begin with the US opening dialogue with North Korea. US political leaders must put aside past discrepancies and diplomatically set itself up as a support of Korean re-unification. The goal is for the US, not China, is to be in position to help broker re-unification, if and when the time arises. If this occurs, the question of concern would be whether the US would have similar relations with a single Korea as it had with South Korea. Nonetheless, the US must make diplomatic efforts to maintain relations with South Korea and improve relations with the North Korean leadership.

The US must continue to ensure that relations between China and Taiwan remain status quo. Economic ties between the two nations have been the glue that has solidified their peaceful relationship to date. With that said, the US must continue to maintain its stand on the One China Policy along with ensuring Taiwan military assistance against an aggressive China as long as Taiwan does not provoke the aggression by declaring de facto independence. Diplomatic leaders must show Taiwan that her continued economic prosperity is in direct proportion to her maintenance of the status quo.

One of the most important international organizations from which the US can make significant shaping actions upon China is through the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). ASEAN have made important strides towards building a peaceful and cooperative relationship with China and its member nations. The US must provide ASEAN nations with
incentives such as regional security and economic trade that will encourage democratic processes within these countries along with their agreement to encourage democratic processes in China. US diplomats must take all possible actions to show the ASEAN nations the benefits that democracy has had upon the welfare of its people and its nations.

Just as a man courts a woman to marriage, so must the US court the nations that surround China from Japan down to Australia and back up to India in the Indian Ocean region. This will take a concerted effort by all departments of the federal government. The US must call on its foremost regional allies, Japan and Australia, to push for strong democratic relations among all nations that surround China. They must persuade Chinese leaders that democracy is the best form of government for the continued success of China. Overall, the US diplomatic strategy within Asia should be to engage those nations surrounding China to ward off any hegemonic temptations by China. Winning and maintaining the hearts of China’s neighbors will provide a counterbalancing force that promotes democratic processes throughout all of its institutional agreements.

**Information Superiority**

This is probably the area of much needed improvement for the United States. In order for the US to achieve information superiority it will have to expend large sums of money promoting the importance of institutional alliances and democratic processes. The US must take back the airwaves by flooding them with the message that the US wants to see all of the countries of Asia prospering as much as the US has prospered and that no one nation should do so at the disadvantage of others. This sounds hypocritical, but it is the message that must radiate from the halls of the White House. Future presidents must ensure that Asia prosperity is a key theme that all governmental spokespersons articulate to the international community. Talk is cheap unless the US can produce institutions that foster prosperity not only for the US but also for Asian nations.
Military Dominance Through Concealment

In 2003, President George W. Bush made a strategic decision to send US troops in Iraq to topple the regime of Saddam Hussein. Five years later the United States is fighting a counterinsurgency against some of the most determined groups on earth? What he also did not foresee is that he has tied up his fighting ground forces for years to come and has put the US in a vulnerable position of possibly not being able to stop a rising nation such as China from attacking any of its regional neighbors. If the US is going to remain a deterrent force against a large conventional military force as the People’s Liberation Army (PLA), future administrations will need a new defense strategy that stresses military strength through a large, technologically dominant force.

While not advocating an arms race, but the US military must not only rebuild its ground forces upon completion of its war efforts in both Afghanistan and Iraq, but they must also substantially increase the size of its sea forces to counter the aggressive shipbuilding of the PLAN.

But here is the twist to all of this. The US must not be so transparent with its military buildup. It must not appear to China and the international community that it is in an arms race with China. This could be seen as threatening Chinese growth, but it is a requirement if the US wants to ensure it is in position to counter any actions that are contrary to a “peaceful rise.”

Also important is the continuous reminder to China’s neighbors that building up their defensive capabilities can only increase their ability to fend off any attack by an aggressive China. The US must increase its defensive arms sales as a supporting effort.

Finally, budget constraints and high operational tempo (OPTEMPO) in the Persian Gulf has resulted in a decrease in Pacific naval presence. This trend must be reversed. US Seventh Fleet assets must not only increase in overall size but also in OPTEMPO conducting more Naval fleet deployments into the region as a show of presence and force; presence to nations.
surrounding China and force directed towards China. The US military must also assert itself in the Asian region by increasing the number of multilateral exercises with neighboring nations, encouraging Asian nations to build up its defensive forces while conducting bilateral/multilateral exercises among themselves.

**Economic Integration**

It has been said that America’s foreign policy centers around economic prosperity and all decisions that are made are based upon perceived threats to that prosperity. It is not uncommon that the most talked about issue in American domestic politics is the economy. For centuries the American dream that most immigrants to America seek after is economic prosperity. Since the founding of the United States, its leaders have sought a foreign policy that seeks to maximize its economic wealth. With that said, future US strategies towards China must have as an underlying basis, maximizing economic prosperity.

In order to maximize prosperity in Asia, the US must ensure it establishes institutions that integrate within the current ASEAN structure. By engaging ASEAN countries, the US can establish an element of trust among these countries that binds them towards support of US foreign policies. It must also encourage the establishment of other economic institutions that will allow all Asian countries to participate and trade with one another more freely.

The US must also ensure Free Trade Agreements remain an integral part of relations with Southeast Asia countries. Fair and open trade promotes stable economies and stable economies promote national security. An integral part of creating Free Trade Agreements is to be able to tie them together. Being able to tie the South Asia Free Trade Area (SAFTA) countries to ASEAN countries could bring significant economic growth to all Asian countries. The US must ensure its presence is felt throughout Asia in a positive way that entices these nations to provide favorable trade with the US over China.
US economic leaders must figure out a way of strengthening the purchasing power of the US dollar. They must also encourage the establishment of large Asian companies within the US to help bolster the US job market. Foreign automakers have laid the foundation, but diversification from other industries must occur.

Finally, one key way the US can assure its friends in Asia that it is working to provide for a better way of life for them is by sending economic aid packages to those nations to help alleviate suffering during tough times. When disasters strike, which are a common occurrence throughout that region, the US must ensure that it is the first nation to pony up not only monetary aid, but personnel on the ground where necessary to assist. This is not limited to military personnel, but also state, treasury and agricultural employees lending their expert help.


